Banco Panamericano S.A. 'B+/B' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Negative Apr 09

Abstract
SAO PAULO (Standard & Poor's) April 17, 2009--Standard & Poor's Rating Services affirmed its 'B+/B' counterparty credit ratings and its 'brBBB+/brA-3' Brazilian national scale ratings on Banco Panamericano S.A. At the same time, we revised the outlook to negative from stable. "The outlook revision reflects the risks of potentially higher levels of nonperforming assets (NPAs) in the bank's loan portfolio and their related costs, especially in light of the current weakness in the consumer credit cycle. In addition, the bank's liquidity has tightened following the decrease in its core deposit base since forth-quarter 2008," said Standard & Poor's credit analyst Ricardo Brito. The ratings reflect the bank's product mix, which, while broad, focuses on higher credit risk consumer lending--particularly vehicle...
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